DATE:

February 23, 2016

STAFF:

Ginny Sawyer, Policy and Project Manager
Ted Shepard, Chief Planner

WORK SESSION ITEM
City Council

SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION
Short Term Rentals.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose of this item is to provide regulatory options for short term rentals (STRs) located within Fort Collins
and update Council on work since the October 2015 work session.
GENERAL DIRECTION SOUGHT AND SPECIFIC QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
1. Does Council support pursuing a regulatory framework for short term rentals?
If yes,



Which option does Council prefer for Primary Residence STRs?
Which option does Council prefer for Non-Primary Residence STR?

2. Does Council support proposed next steps?
BACKGROUND / DISCUSSION
Short Term Rental (STR) refers to residential rental agreements for less than 30 days. Short term rentals have
always existed and have been a mainstay in resort communities. With the creation and growth of online
commerce and savvy technical platforms, the STR market has become much more mainstream and widespread.
Vacation Rentals by Owner (VRBO) and Airbnb are two of the most widely known and used companies
supporting the on-line short term rental market, however, many other platforms exist.
Staff and Council have been working to scope and define the potential positive and negative impacts of a growing
STR market in Fort Collins over the last year. The first work session was in June 2015 and the direction following
included:




Utilize tools City already has in place
Better define problem and problem severity
Develop STR definition and conduct more outreach

The second work session in October 2015 resulted in direction to:



Create draft regulatory framework\
Continue public outreach

Defining Short Term Rentals
Through outreach, research, and discussion staff has identified the following unique characteristics of STRs:



Cater to a single party at a time (not multiple parties like a B&B or hotel)
STR are not open to the public (can’t walk in off the street)
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No signage
No on-site employees

There are also distinct differences between a STR within a primary residence and those operated in a nonprimary residence dwelling. Primary residence STRs would typically have an owner on-site providing neighbors
an immediate contact as well as providing the notion of safety and community that come from having a more
regular or full-time neighbor. For the purpose of a definition staff is proposing including STRs that are on the same
property as a primary residence as well as properties that share a property line with the primary residence.
Non-primary residence rentals may have owners that are in town or out of town but who do not live in or adjacent
to the STR.
Regulatory Options
Staff has developed three regulatory options for both primary and non-primary STRs that range from less
restrictive to more restrictive. Some details remain vague for discussion.
Primary Residence STR - Including unit on same parcel (i.e. carriage house, accessory dwelling unit),
contiguous parcel (house next door), and, as proposed, owners only, no renters without owner permission.
OPTION 1
Pay all required taxes
Subject to registration
upon complaint

OPTION 2
Pay all required taxes Pay a onetime registration fee to cover:
 One-time safety inspection
All other contact would be on a
complaint basis

OPTION 3
Pay all required taxes Annual
registration fee to cover:
 Annual (?) safety inspection
 One time zoning inspection
Include: (options)
 Neighbor notification Limit to
certain zones

Non-Primary Residence STR - Owner may be in town or out of town
OPTION 1
Pay all required taxes
Register /registration
number
Registration could
include: 
 Local contact
 Parking requirement
 Neighbor notification
 Other?
No more than 3
registrations per person
(must be a person)

OPTION 2
Pay all required taxes
Pay a one-time registration fee to
cover: 
 One-time safety inspection
 One time zoning inspection
(parking)
 All other contact would be on a
complaint basis
Include: (options) 
 Local contact
 Parking requirement
 Neighbor notification
 Prohibit in certain zones
 Limit to 30+ day rentals/or
certain number of rentals/month
 Other?

OPTION 3
Pay all required taxes
Annual registration fee to cover:
 Annual safety inspection
 One time zoning inspection
Include: (options) 
 Local contact
 Parking requirement
 Neighbor notification
 Limit to zones that allow B&B
 Other?
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Enforcement
Enforcement policies have not been discussed. Some of the regulatory items are easier to enforce than others
and staff acknowledges that occupancy would be the most difficult regulation to enforce.
Staff has made contact with both VRBO and Airbnb. The City’s Sales Tax department is currently working with
Airbnb to allow the site to collect and remit tax for their hosts. VRBO has indicated a willingness to relay
messages to local hosts on their site.
As innovation begets innovation, there are also now companies specializing in STR compliance and Fort Collins
has been contacted by these representatives.
Current Status
As stated in previous work sessions, it is difficult to track the exact number of STR activity in Fort Collins or in any
community. A best guess, based on information provided by Airbnb (Attachment 1) and through research
conducted by local stakeholders, puts local STR numbers at about 275-300. This number represents less than
1% of our local housing stock.
The majority of STRs are located in residential areas with a concentration in the east and west side downtown
neighborhoods and in zones that do not allow B & B activity (Attachments 2.)
Sales and Lodging Tax
The Fort Collins tax code currently requires any lodging establishment providing services for less than 30
days to pay sales and lodging tax. Since our earlier work sessions more operators are licensed and remitting
taxes (94 licenses to date.) The City has not conducted a wide scale education campaign prior to knowing if
or what type of regulations may be developed.
Currently, hosts on VRBO are more compliant than those on Airbnb (there are approximately 100 listings on
VRBO.)
In 2015, STR remittance totaled:
 $86,000 in sales tax
 $45,000 in lodging tax
Scope of Problem and Public Outreach
Since our initial open questionnaire on STR activity and impacts, staff has continued to engage stakeholders and
attempt to define the impacts and scope of impacts. Council requested police data at the October work session.
While number of calls were collected many addresses were too general (i.e., along College Ave or within a large
apartment complex) and it was difficult to draw conclusions. We also did not have a data set with which to
compare the call load report.
Staff did a random sampling of almost 300 addresses near reported STRs and mailed those addresses a
postcard asking them to take a quick survey. Each postcard contained a distinct password that expired after being
entered. The very low response rate was disappointing. (Attachment 3)
Staff hosted on open house on February 8, 2016 and presented preliminary options (minor changes have been
made based on feedback from the meeting.) The majority of attendees were STR operators. The format
incorporated live polling and reports were able to distinguish between operator and neighbor answers.
When ranking regulatory elements by order of importance results showed:
Neighbors
1. Limited Use and Concentration of STRs
2. Parking Requirements
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3. Registration of STRs
4. Limited Number of STRs a person may operate
5. Safety Inspections
STR Operators
1. Registration of STRs
2. Safety Inspections
3. Parking Requirements
4. Limited Number of STRs a person may operate
5. Limited Use and Concentration of STRs
Neighbors and owners also had opposing preferences on the regulatory options with neighbors preferring the
more restrictive options and operators preferring the less restrictive options.
The messages staff has heard repeatedly from stakeholders are:







Neighbors (not all) don’t like the transient nature of STRs in their neighborhoods
Operators support reasonable regulations
Encouragement to address STRs now while the number is small
Encouragement to let the market demand and the online reviewing system manage the number
A desire to avoid unintended consequences
Don’t create something onerous, complex and hard to enforce when the problem is relatively small
compared to the City as a whole

Other Communities
Staff has highlighted other community actions in previous work sessions. Since October both Denver and
Boulder have drafted ordinances. Boulder is in the implementation phase and they have chosen to not allow nonprimary resident STRs, however, many ads are still active. Boulder application fee is $130 and they are not
conducting any on-site inspections.
Denver is proposing to prohibit non-primary residence STRs and they are conducting open houses throughout
February. The proposed program includes a $25 annual fee and no on-site inspection.
Next Steps





Draft regulations based on feedback
Make proposed ordinance language public for at least 4 weeks
Solicit feedback and comments on draft regulations/ordinance
Schedule for regular Council meeting

ATTACHMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Airbnb-Fort Collins Data
(PDF)
STRs and Zones Allowing B&B Use (PDF)
Adjacent Property Survey Results (PDF)
Work Session Summaries- June 9, 2015 and October 27, 2015
Powerpoint presentation
(PDF)

(PDF)

ATTACHMENT 1
Select a geographic area
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States

Overview of the Airbnb Community in Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
The following page captures the Airbnb community in Fort Collins, Colorado, United States

HOSTS
CURRENT ACTIVE HOSTS

200

AVERAGE HOST AGE

ANNUAL EARNINGS FOR A
TYPICAL HOST

40

$4,000

GUESTS
INBOUND GUESTS IN THE
PAST YEAR

7,000

AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY
PER GUEST

OUTBOUND GUESTS IN THE
PAST YEAR

3.3 nights

13,000

LISTINGS
NIGHTS HOSTED PER YEAR
FOR A TYPICAL LISTING

54

CURRENTLY ACTIVE LISTINGS BY TYPE

Entire Home

41%

Private Room
Share Space

55%
3%

0%

20%
40%
Percentage

60%

Note: All data above is drawn from Airbnb proprietary bookings data. Data based on the one year period preceding November 1, 2015
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warranty as to its accuracy, timeliness, or completeness, and in particular, its accuracy in labeling or displaying
dimensions, contours, property boundaries, or placement of location of any map features thereon. THE CITY OF FORT
COLLINS MAKES NO WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR WARRANTY FOR FITNESS OF USE FOR
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO THESE MAP PRODUCTS OR THE
UNDERLYING DATA. Any users of these map products, map applications, or data, accepts them AS IS, WITH ALL
FAULTS, and assumes all responsibility of the use thereof, and further covenants and agrees to hold the City harmless
from and against all damage, loss, or liability arising from any use of this map product, in consideration of the City's having
made this information available. Independent verification of all data contained herein should be obtained by any users of
these products, or underlying data. The City disclaims, and shall not be held liable for any and all damage, loss, or
liability, whether direct, indirect, or consequential, which arises or may arise from these map products or the use thereof
by any person or entity.
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City Council Work Session
Short Term Rentals (STRs)
February 23, 2016

Questions and Direction Sought
1. Does Council support pursuing a regulatory framework
for short term rentals?
If yes,
 Which option does Council prefer for Primary
Residence STRs?
 Which option does Council prefer for Non-Primary
Residence STR?
1. Does Council support proposed next steps?

2

Background
 STRs: Airbnb and VRBO are the most common platforms
 Initial complaints and Council questions in 2013-14
 June 9, 2015 - Council Work Session; direction:
•
•
•

Utilize tools City already has in place
Better define problem and problem severity
STR definition and more outreach

 October 27, 2015 – Council Work Session; direction:
•
•

Create draft regulatory framework
Continue public outreach

 February 23, 2016 – Council Work Session
•

Regulatory options will be presented

3

Definitions
To distinguish between B & Bs and other lodging
accommodations the following STR traits have been
identified:
 Cater to a single party at a time (not multiple parties like a
B&B or hotel)
 STR are not open to the public (can’t walk in off the
street)
 No signage
 No on-site employees

4

Definition Proposal

 Separately define “Primary Residence” and “Non-Primary
Residence” short term rentals:
• Primary: Receive mail or other proof, includes
carriage house or other accessory dwelling units,
contiguous parcel dwelling. Owners only.
• Non-Primary: Owner may be in town or out of town
 Highlight distinguishing features
 Adjust other definitions if necessary
5

Proposed Regulatory Options

 3 options ranging from more lenient to more restrictive
 Each option distinguishes between Primary and Nonprimary residence units
 Some details are left vague for input and discussion

6

Primary Residence Options
OPTION 1

Pay all required
taxes
Subject to
registration upon
complaint

OPTION 2

Pay all required taxes
Pay a one-time
registration fee to cover:

OPTION 3

Pay all required taxes Annual
registration fee to cover:




One-time safety
inspection

All other contact would
be on a complaint basis



Annual (?) safety
inspection
One time zoning
inspection

Include: (options)
 Neighbor notification
Limit to certain zones

7

Non-Primary Residence
OPTION 1
Pay all required taxes

OPTION 2
Pay all required taxes

OPTION 3
Pay all required taxes

Register /registration
number

Pay a one-time registration fee to
cover:
 One-time safety inspection
 One time zoning inspection
(parking)
 All other contact would be on a
complaint basis

Annual registration fee to cover:
 Annual safety inspection
 One time zoning inspection

Registration could
include:
 Local contact
 Parking requirement
 Neighbor notification
 Other?
No more than 3
registrations per person
(must be a person)

Include: (options)
 Local contact
 Parking requirement
 Neighbor notification
 Prohibit in certain zones
 Limit to 30+ day rentals/or
certain number of rentals/month
 Other?

Include: (options)
 Local contact
 Parking requirement
 Neighbor notification
 Limit to zones that allow B&B
 Other?
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Feedback
Regulatory Priorities
Neighbors (some not all)
1. Limited Use and Concentration
of STRs
2. Parking Requirements
3. Registration of STRs
4. Limited Number of STRs a
person may operate
5. Safety Inspections

STR-Operators
1.
2.
3.
4.

Registration of STRs
Safety Inspections
Parking Requirements
Limited Number of STRs a
person may operate
5. Limited Use and Concentration
of STRs
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Next Steps

 Draft regulations based on feedback
 Make proposed ordinance language public for at
least 4 weeks
 Solicit feedback and comments on draft
regulations/ordinance
 Schedule for regular Council meeting
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Questions and Direction Sought
1. Does Council support pursuing a regulatory framework
for short term rentals?
If yes,
 Which option does Council prefer for Primary
Residence STRs?
 Which option does Council prefer for Non-Primary
Residence STR?
1. Does Council support proposed next steps?
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